Below are different suggestions and comments made by reviewers. Please note that the number of times a particular suggestion or comment was made is not indicated.

Suggestions:
• Not sure where calendar is – have link to events in one of bands
• TCNs need to be easy to find – don’t put them under About
• When no content in a section, give projected date for when content will be available
• When items are in blue, implies they are a link – not true for how blue is used in new version
• Map – have lead PIs a different color
• ABDC FAQ – remove completely as out-of-date
• Add new solicitation – NSF 13-569
• Make reports easy to find
• TCN project management – have all resources in one section
• Add digitization introductory information to citizen science page
• Teachers & Students – include list of kinds of information that will be here, ask for feedback about what to include
• Teachers & Students – expected to see how to engage students in the outdoors or understanding nature rather than lesson plans as text, needs something interesting to pull people in
• Add section on how to get involved, support, help, donate
• Include compelling stories about the impact of digitization

Various comments:
• White and green bands work to define major areas to go to
• Better tailored to user groups
• News – better organized
• Video good for novice audience
• Good to have working groups clearly there – more welcoming
• Likes right column on current site being absent
• Colors are attractive
• New site is much more functional
• Likes the way tweets look
• Lots of useful information on current site